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Abstract: We show that the central charges that group theory allows in the (2, 0)-supersymmetry
translations algebra arise from a string and a 3-brane by commuting two supercharges. We show that the
net force between two such parallel strings vanishes. We show that all the coupling constants are fixed
numbers, due to supersymmetry, and self-duality of the three-form field strength. We obtain a charge
quantization for the self-dual field strength, and show that when compactifying on a two-torus, it reduces
to the usual quantization condition of N = 4 SYM with gauge group SU(2), and with coupling constant
and theta angle given by the τ -parameter of the two-torus, provided that we pick that chiral theory which
corresponds to a theta function with zero characteristics, as expected on manifolds of this form.
1 Introduction
It is believed that N = 4 super Yang-Mills theories in four dimensions has its origin in (2, 0) super-
symmetric six-dimensional theories [1] [13]. The S-duality property of the N = 4 theory would then
have a purely geometrical explanation as being the modular group of a two-torus when compactifying
the six-dimensional theory to four dimensions. It is however not possible to proceed straightforwardly
and reduce the action of the six-dimensional theory since there does not exist any covariant action for a
self-dual three-form field strength which is in the (2, 0) tensor multiplet. What one can do is to reduce
the equations of motion. By integrating the self-dual field strength (divided by some number) over spatial
three-cycles in a non-trivial topology one gets a quantity which is either integer or integer shifted by 1/2,
depending on which chiral theory one has. The various chiral theories can be labeled by the character-
istics α and β in (12Z)
1
2
b3 , where b3 is the dimension of the third homology group of the six-manifold
or the third Betti number. One can reduce the self-dual gauge potential to four dimensions. Due to
its self-duality it reduces to one (compact) scalar and one gauge field. By compactifying on a T 2 with
modular parameter τ one should get the charge quantization in four dimensions with a theta-angle θ
[3]. The Yang-Mills coupling constant gYM and the theta angle should combine to the τ of the T
2 as
τ = θ
pi
+ 8pii
g2
YM
h¯
. We will see that this is true, but only for the the theory with zero characteristics. This
is in agreement with the observation that on manifolds with one circle being time and one (or several,
in this case two) one-cycle(s) being time-like, the only theory which can candidate to give a modular
invariant partition function is that with zero characteristics [9], [10]. One should perhaps not expect full
modular invariance of the partition function only for the tensor part, but one should expect that this
partition function transform to itself at least up to a phase factor and that is the case only for the theory
with zero characteristics.
The free (2, 0)-theory has no adjustable parameters. Their numerical values are determined from the
(2, 0)-supersymmetry up to an overall coupling constant. This overall coupling constant, which we will
call λ, can only take one particular value, but that does not follow from supersymmetry. We have found
two seemingly unrelated ways to determine its value, or more precisely, the ratio λ/g where g is the
unit in which the self-dual charges are quantized. The first criterion is that there should only be finitely
many chiral theories. The second criterion is that the Wilson surface observables, exp 2πi
∫
D
H+
g
, over
three-dimensional surfaces D, should commute, in order for the U(1) Wilson and ’t Hooft lines which one
obtains when reducing to four dimensions, to commute. We do not know how to write an observable in
six dimensions that reduces to SU(N) Wilson and ’t Hooft lines in four dimensions.
In section 2 we examine how (2, 0) supersymmetry constrains the parameters in an action. We write
an action for a non-self-dual gauge field, from which the equation of motion for the self-dual part, H+, of
the field strength can be obtained by decomposing H as H = H+ +H−. Supersymmetry fixes the sizes
of the parameters in this action only up to an overall factor, which, as we will see in section 3 and 4, is
determined from the self-duality of the field strength. We construct supercharges out of the fields in the
(2, 0) tensor multiplet. When we anti-commute two supercharges, in the same manner as in [2], we find
central charges which correspond to a string and a 3-brane, respectively. We use the BPS-condition on
the string tension to fix the relative size of the constants in the action which describes a tensor multiplet
that couples to strings. We show that the net force between two equally charged parallel strings vanishes
due to attraction via scalars and repulsion due to the self-dual tensor field.
In section 3 we examine how self-duality of the field strength constrains the value that the coupling
2
constant takes, given a time direction. The natural framework for this is the Hamiltonian formulation.
The condition we want to satisfy is that the partition function for the non-chiral two-form potential shall
be possible to holomorphically factorize into 12b3 number of terms.
In section 4 we show that the value we have obtained of the coupling is precisely that which gives the
‘correct’ commutation relations of the Wilson surface observables.
In section 5 we obtain the usual quantization conditions with a theta-angle of N = 4 SYM with gauge
group SU(2) spontaneously broken to U(1) by compactifying a (2, 0)-theory with one massless tensor
multiplet and with zero characteristics, on T 2 ×M4, where M4 = S1 ×M3. The S1 is time.
When we had finished this work we got informed that results of section 4 has also been obtained in
[18].
2 Coupling of the tensor multiplet to a classical string
In this section we will assume that we have a flat six-dimensional background with metric Gµν =
diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1). We will use µ = {0, i} = 0, 1, ...5 as vector indices and A,B, ... as Dirac spinor
indices of the Dirac representation 8 = 4 ⊕ 4′, and α, β, ... and α′, β′, ... as the Weyl spinor indices
respectively, in the Lorentz group SO(1, 5); a, b, ... = 1, 2, ..., 5 as vector indices and i, j, ... as spinor
indices in the R-symmetry group SO(5)R. More conventions about our spinors are found in the appendix
A. We define the three-form field strength H from the two-form gauge potential B as H = dB. Here
H = 13!Hµνρdx
µ ∧ dxν ∧ dxρ and dB = 12!∂µBνρdxµ ∧ dxν ∧ dxρ. The components of the field strength
are thus
Hµνρ = 3∂[µBνρ] = ∂µBνρ + ∂ρBµν + ∂νBρµ (1)
We note that there does not exist a decomposition of the gauge potential B into chiral potentials B± unless
the fields satisfy the equation of motion. If H = dB++dB− where ∗dB± = ±dB± then d∗H = dH = 0.
Conversely, if dH = d ∗H = 0, then we can locally write H = dB and ∗H = dB˜ and hence, locally, we
have that H = dB+ + dB− where we can take B± = 12 (B ± B˜). We will in this paper always assume
that the fields are on-shell so that such chiral potentials exist (locally).
The supersymmetry charges of the d = 6, (2, 0)-theory transform in the representation (4, 4) of
SO(1, 5)×SO(5). The anti-commutator of two such supercharges will transform in the representation (s
(a) means the (anti) symmetric part)
((4, 4)× (4, 4))s ≃ (6a ⊕ 10+s , 1a ⊕ 5a ⊕ 10s)s
= (6a, 1a)⊕ (6a, 5a)⊕ (10+s , 10s) ≃ Pµ ⊕ Zµa ⊕W+µνρ,ab, (2)
so the most general SO(1, 5)× SO(5)R-invariant supertranslations algebra is [4]
{Qαi, Qβj} = i
(
Ωij(γ
µ)αβPµ + (σ
a)ij(γ
µ)αβZµa
+
1
2!3!
(σab)ij(γ
µνρ)αβW
+
µνρ,ab
)
. (3)
The overall factor i in the right hand side comes from the symplectic Majorana condition (Qβj)
† =
iΩjiQαi(γ
0)αβ . We define the translation generator as [Pµ, ·] = i∂µ. From this algebra one derives that
there is a massless tensor multiplet on which these supercharges act as [6]
[Qαi, Bµν ] = i(γµν)α
βψβi
3
[Qαi, φa] = i(σa)i
jψαj
{Qαi, ψβj} = i
24
Ωij(γ
µνρ)αβH
+
µνρ +
i
2
(σa)ij(γ
µ)αβ∂µφa. (4)
The commutator of two variations close only if one uses the equations of motion. The action for this
massless multiplet can be determined by requiring that the supercharges transform the massless fields in
the tensor multiplet as above. We find that the supercharges [7]
Qαi =
1
6
∫
d5xγµνργ0ψαiH
+
µνρ + 2
∫
d5xσaγµγ
0ψαi∂
µφa (5)
will do the job if and only if the canonical equal-time commutation relations are
[φa(x), ∂0φb(y)] = −i1
2
δab δ
5(x− y)
{ψαi(x), ψβj(y)} = i1
4
Ωij(γ0)αβδ
5(x− y)
[H+lmn(x), H
+
ijk(y)] = i
3
2
ǫ[ijklm∂n]δ
5(x − y) (6)
which in turn can be derived from the non-chiral action
S =
∫
d6x(− 1
12
HµνρH
µνρ − ∂µφa∂µφa + 4ψαiΩij(γµ)αβ∂µψβj). (7)
(The last of these commutation relations is a bit tricky and is derived in appendix B.) We will now
anti-commute two such supercharges and pay attention only to terms that survive only on topologically
non-trivial six-manifolds [2], which will turn out to correspond to the non-compact topologies one gets
by deleting an infinite string and a 3-brane respectively from the M5-brane world-volume which we have
assumed to be flat, i.e. with vanishing intrinsic curvature [5]. (The extrinsic curvature, that is, how the
M5-brane is embedded in eleven dimensions, is an other thing which we don’t consider here.) We notice
that γµνρH+µνρ = 2γ
ijkH+ijk due to self-duality. Then we get
{Qαi, Qβj} = ...+ i
3
(σa)ij(γ
ijkl0)αβ
∫
d5xHijk∂lφa
+i(σab)ij(γ
µν0)αβ
∫
d5x∂µφa∂νφb
= ...+ i(σa)ij(γm)αβ2
∫
H ∧ dφa ∧ dxm
+
i
2!3!
(σab)ij(γklm)αβ4
∫
dφa ∧ dφb ∧ dxk ∧ dxl ∧ dxm (8)
Now we assume that we have an infinite string Σ in theX5-direction, located atX1 = X2 = X3 = X4 = 0,
so that we integrate over the manifold R5 −R = R× (R4 − {0}) = R× (R+×S3). Then we have
= ...+ i(σa)ij(γ5)αβ
∫
string
dx52
∫
S3×R+
H+ ∧ dφa
= ...+ i(σa)ij(γ5)αβ2
∫
string
dx5g+φa |Σ (9)
where in the last step we have defined g+ ≡ ∫
S3
H+. From this we read off
Zµa = 2
∫
string
dx5g+δ5µφa |Σ . (10)
The string tension T is given by ∫
string
T =
√
ZµaZµa (11)
4
for BPS-saturated strings, so
T = 2g+
√
φaφa |Σ . (12)
The tension will contain a part coming from the φ-field the string produces itself, plus a part coming
from φ-fields produced by other strings.
Similarly for an infinite 3-brane in theX1,2,3 directions, localized atX4 = X5 = 0, we get the manifold
R5 −R3 = R3 × (R+×S1), and
= ...+ i
1
2!
(σab)ij(γ123)αβ4
∫
3−brane
dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3
∫
S1×R+
dφa ∧ dφb (13)
from which we read off
Wµνρab = 4δ
µνρ
123
∫
3−brane
dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3
∫
S1×R+
dφa ∧ dφb (14)
and the three-brane tension,
τ3 = 4
∫
S1×R+
dφa ∧ dφb. (15)
The equations of motion for the bosonic fields in the tensor multiplet coupled to a string can be
obtained by adding to the action the interaction terms
−
∑
i
∫
Σi
T
√−hd2σ, (16)
where i runs over all the string world-sheets, and hαβ is the induced metric on the string world-sheet.
For an infinite self-dual BPS-string Σ in the X5-direction we get
−
∫
Σ
T
√
−hd2σ = −2g+
∫
d6x|φ(x)|
∫
Σ
d2σδ6(x−X(σ)) (17)
where |φ| ≡ √φaφa and if we e.g. assume that φa = δa5|φ| then we get the equation of motion
∂i∂
i|φ(x)| = g+
∫
Σ
d2σδ6(x−X(σ)). (18)
The equations of motion for the self-dual field strength are
∗ d ∗H+ = J
∗dH+ = J (19)
where the current J is given by
Jµν =
∑
i
g+
∫
Σi
dXµ ∧ dXνδ6(x−X(σ))
=
∑
i
g+
∫
Σi
d2σ
√
−h 1
2!
εαβ∂αX
µ∂βX
νδ6(x−X(σ)). (20)
We now see that g+ is the electric and the magnetic charge of this string, which means that we have a
self-dual string. The B-field from an infinite string at X1,2,3,4 = 0 thus satisfies the equation of motion
∂i∂
iB+05(x) = g
+
∫
Σ
d2σδ6(x−X(σ)). (21)
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Both of the equations of motion (18) and (21) reduce to a four-dimensional equation of the form
∂i∂
if(x) = δ4(x) (22)
which has the solution
f(x) = f(∞)− 1
2π2|x|2 . (23)
These formulas show that the tension decreases as we approach the position of a string. This is
intuitively reasonable if one thinks of the tension of the string as coming from a membrane stretching
between two five-branes. The string tension will then be proportional to the distance between the five-
branes. We can then understand the decreasing string tension towards the string as coming from the fact
that a membrane pulls the five-branes closer to each other in the vicinity of the membrane. The formulas
above will break down when we come close to the string. The formula then says that the tension tends
to minus infinity, which can not be true! The tension must of course alway be positive. To remedy this
one must presumably consider the exact (still unknown) non-linear interacting quantum theory on the
five-brane. The string action we wrote above in e.g. equation (16) is thus only to be seen as an effective
action that is valid only at low energies compared to the masses of the strings.
The equation of motion for a second string with the same charges as the first one, which moves in
given fields of the tension T (x) and the potential B+µν(x), is most easily derived by varying an (effective)
string action coupled to B+. This action should be applicable at least at low energies, or when the strings
are heavy and far apart. B+ must of course be on-shell so this action is not useful to obtain equations
of motion for B+. The strings couple to both B+ and its dual potential, but since the field strength is
self-dual, the dual potential is also B+. We thus get the total coupling as twize a pure electrical coupling,
−1
2
∫
d2σT (X)
√−γγαβ∂αXµ∂βXνGµν
−2g+
∫
d2σ
1
2!
√−γεαβ∂αXµ∂βXνB+µν(X) (24)
Varying Xµ, and then putting the auxiliary metric γαβ equal to the induced metric hαβ , we get
T∂α(
√
−hhαβ∂βXρ) = 1
2
√
−hhαβ∂αXµ∂βXµ∂ρT −
√
−hhαβ∂αXµ∂βXρ∂µT
−2g+ 1
2
ǫαβH+µνρ∂αX
µ∂βX
ν (25)
which, in the case of a straight string parallel with the first one, reduces to
T∂α∂αXρ = ∂ρT − 2g+∂ρB+05 =
2g+
2
π
xρ
|x|4 −
2g+
2
π
xρ
|x|4 = 0. (26)
That is, the attractive force due to interaction via scalars φa cancels the repulsive force via gauge bosons
B+µν if the two strings are parallel.
We can also derive this zero force condition from the Hamiltonian. For simplicity we assume that
the only non-zero component of the central charge is Za
5 and that this component is positive. From the
anticommutator of two supercharges we can extract the mass as the Hamiltonian in the rest frame of the
string. We rewrite the mass as follows, where we introduce a vector field e of unit length:
M =
∫
R5
(H+ ∧ ∗5H+ + dφ ∧ ∗5dφ)
6
=∫
R5
| ∗5 H+ − dφa ∧ e|2 +
∫
R5
d5x(eµ∂µφ)
2 + 2
∫
R5
H+ ∧ dφa ∧ e
≥ 2|
∫
R5
H+ ∧ dφa ∧ e| (27)
Here we have equality only if eµ∂µφ = 0 and ∗5H − dφa ∧ e = 0. We now let e be a tangent vector field
of a string. We then define e at an arbitrary point in R5 as the vector obtained by parallel transporting
e from the string along a straigth line R+ ending on the string. We take the these straight lines to be
parallel. When we have equality above, φ is constant along the string. We then get
M = 2|
∫
S3
H+
∫
string
φae|
= 2|g+φa
∫
string
e|
≥ 2|g+φa
∫
string
dx5|. (28)
We thus have BPS saturation, M = |Za5|, only if e = dx5 (i.e. the string is a straight line parallel to the
x5-axis), φ is constant along the string and the Bogomolnyi equation
∗5 H − dφa ∧ dx5 = 0 (29)
is satisfied. We notice that this equation essentially is the zero force condition.
If the strings instead had been anti-parallel the forces would have added up, since the Lorentz force
would change sign. If one compactifies the x5 direction then orientation reversal of the string becomes
tantamount to changing the sign of its charge.
3 Holomorphic factorization of the partition function
In this section we will consider compact topologically non-trivial six-manifolds of the formM6 = S
1×M5
where M5 is some compact five-manifold. Having assumed this, it is possible to define a basis of the
homology group H3(M6,Z) consisting A-cycles {ai} that wind around the circle and B-cycles {bj} that
do not wind around the circle. They are dual in the sense that they have intersection numbers ai · aj =
bi · bj = 0, ai · bj = δji . We will let the circle be in the time-direction, so in particular the B-cycles
will be spatial. We define a basis [EiA] and [E
i
B ] of H
3(M6,Z), which is dual to H3(M6,Z), that is,∫
ai
EA
j =
∫
bi
EB
j = δji and
∫
bi
EA
j =
∫
ai
EB
j = 0. It will be symplectic,
∫
M6
EB
i ∧ EAj = δji . We will
take EA and EB to be harmonic representatives.
We want to make use of a complex structure given by the Hodge duality operator, *, on the interme-
diate Jacobian H3(M6,R)/H
3(M6,Z). [8] But this is possible only if ∗2 = −1. This forces us to make
a Wick rotation, x0 → x0E = ix0, such that M6 becomes an Euclidean manifold. We define the period
matrix Z = X + iY with the matrices X and Y having real entries, by declaring
E+ = ZEA + EB
E− = Z¯EA + EB . (30)
to be self-dual and anti-self-dual respectively. More explicitly this means that
EB = −XEA + Y ∗ EA. (31)
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For convenience we have defined our basis forms such that
∫
bi
E±j = δ
j
i .
Since the harmonic three-forms are on-shell, we can expand the harmonic parts of the field strengths
as
H+0 = h
+t(ZEA + EB)
H−0 = h
−t(Z¯EA + EB). (32)
These are the most general classical solutions on a compact six-manifold. The quantum oscillations need
a different treatment, and will not be studied in this paper.
The Lagrangian density for a free non-chiral two-form potential Bµν with Euclidean field strength
H = dB is given by
L = − 1
2λ2
H ∧ ∗H (33)
where λ is a dimensionless coupling constant. When decomposing the field strength as H = H+ +H−
where ∗H± = ±iH±, we get
L = − 1
λ2
iH− ∧H+ = − iG
12λ2
ǫ0ijklm(H−0ijH
+
klm −H−klmH+0ij) (34)
The momentum conjugate to Bij is then (if we temporarily treat Bij and Bji as independent variables,
as in the appendix)
Πij = i
1
2λ2
√
GH0ij = i
i
12λ2
Gǫ0ijklm(H+klm −H−klm) (35)
If we make the gauge choice B0i = 0, then the Hamiltonian density is
H = iΠijH0ij − L = − i
12λ2
Gǫ0ijklm(H+klmH
+
0ij −H−klmH−0ij)
= −i 1
λ2
((H+)B ∧ (H+)A − (H−)B ∧ (H−)A) (36)
When we quantize we substitute the Poisson-bracket with a commutator. We then get the commuta-
tion relations
[h+
i
, h+
j
] = 0 (37)
as we will see in section 4. We will only be interested in the zero-mode part of the Hilbert space, which
is spanned by eigenvectors |h+ > of h+. We divide the Hamiltonian density into a zero-mode part H0
and a oscillator part Hosc. The zero-mode part is given by the operator
H0 = − i
λ2
(h+
t
EB ∧ EtAZh+ − h−tEB ∧ EtAZ¯h−). (38)
By using the symplectic property of the three-form basis we get∫
S1×M5
H0 = − i
λ2
(h+
t
Zh+ − h−tZ¯h−). (39)
We notice that with Re Z = 0 this quantity always is positive, i.e. the energy is positive, as a consequence
of the fact that the period matrix always has the property that Im Z > 0.
We can extract the zero-mode part by integrating over a spatial cycle bi,
∫
bi
H±
g
=
h±i
g
≡ w±i. (40)
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We will define g such that the eigenvalues of
w ≡ w+ + w− (41)
are integers. The minimal magnetic charge is thus assumed to be g. The numerical value of this charge
can be determined from the quantization condition [16] for dyonic strings in six dimensions with electric
and magnetic charges (ei, gi),
eigj + ejgi = 2πh¯nij , (42)
where nij ∈ Z. This is a much stronger condition than the corresponding Dirac-Schwinger-Zwanziger
condition in four dimensions, due to the plus sign. In four dimensions there is a minus sign instead, and
hence one can draw no conclusions by considering two equally charged dyons in four dimensions. This
situation is different in six dimensions. In particular we can have no theta angle in six dimensions. Another
restriction comes from the fact that any consistent chiral theory must contain only self-dual strings.
By taking two equally charged self-dual strings with charges (ei, gi) = (g, g), the charge quantization
condition implies that the smallest such charge is given by
g2 = πh¯. (43)
At this stage it is not clear that
∫
bi
H , where H is non-self-dual, should be quantized in units of g. But
we will give an argument for this at the end of this section.
We will now make use of the gauge equivalence of the non-chiral potential B ≃ B +∆B, where ∆B
has periods which are integer multiples of g. This fact is derived in appendix C by using the fact that B
is a connection on a gerbe.1 The operator which implements such a gauge transformation is given by
exp
i
h¯
∫
M5
d5xΠij∆Bij . (45)
This is proved in the appendix B. Now gauge equivalence means that this operator should have eigenvalues
one. This implies that, if we choose ∆B such that it has exactly one non-zero period being g over a two-
cycle that has as its Poincare dual the three-cycle bi, then
i
h¯
∫
M5
d5xΠij∆Bij = − i
h¯λ2
∫
M5
(H+ −H−) ∧∆B = − ig
2
h¯λ2
(w+ − w−)i (46)
is an integer multiple n of 2πi.
Now if we choose our coupling constant such that
g2
λ2
= πh¯, (47)
which, since g =
√
πh¯, means that
λ = 1, (48)
1A shorter argument can be made if the three-cycle is S3. Then we need only two covers UN and US over each of which
the gauge potentials are uniquely defined, and the complications discussed on triple overlaps in the appendix do not enter.
Let VN(S) be adjacent neighbourhoods such that S
3 = VN ∪ VS . From Stokes theorem we then get∫
S3
H =
∫
VN
dBN +
∫
VS
dBS =
∫
∂VN
(BN − BS) =
∫
∂VN
∆B (44)
which indicates that
∫
∆B over two cycles is quantized in the same units as
∫
H is over three-cycles.
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then the zero-mode contribution of the time-integrated Hamiltonian is∫
S1×M5
H = −iπ(w+tZw+ − w−tZ¯w−) (49)
where w± = ∓n+ w2 which is necessary in order to holomorphically factorize the partition function into a
finite sum of chiral times anti-chiral partition functions [8]. Each of these chiral partition functions then
describe different chiral theories. This should allow us to interpret any of these theta-functions as a trace
Tr exp−TH+ where H+ is (the zero-mode contribution of) the chiral part of the Hamiltonian and T is
an Euclidean time interval. We will take this as a part of the definition of H+.
We have a gauge invariance in the non-chiral theory, which means that we can insert an operator which
performs such a gauge transformation without changing the non-chiral partition function. But such an
operator will permute the chiral partition functions. We thus have to consider the effect of inserting the
operator
exp
i
h¯
∫
d5x2Π+
ij
∆B+ij . (50)
which transforms the state |B+ > to |B+ + ∆B+ > as is showed in appendix B. The zero-mode
contribution to the chiral partition function is then
∑
w+
< w+|e ih¯
∫
d5x2Π+
ij
∆B+ij e
−
∫
M6
H+ |w+ >
=
∑
w+
< w+|e ih¯ 2
∫
H+∧∆B+e
−
∫
M6
H+ |w+ >
=
∑
w+
ei2piw
+tβeipiw
+Zw+ (51)
where we have defined
βi =
∫
b˜i
∆B+√
πh¯
(52)
where b˜i is Poincare dual to bi. We do not know any direct way to deduce over which values w
+ should
run in the sum (more than that it should be integer and/or half-integer valued since it is given by
w+ = n+ w2 ). But we know [8] that the answer must be a theta-function θ
[
α
β
]
(Z), and hence we deduce
that w+
i
=
∫
bi
H+√
pih¯
∈ Z + αi. Thus the ‘physical’ field strength (by ‘physical’ we will mean a field
strength which when integrated over a three-cycle gives a magnetic charge) is not quite a connection on
a gerbe. We then have to rescale the gauge field as
Bphys =
1
2
√
h¯
π
Bmath (53)
to obtain the quantization condition of a self-dual connection,∫
bi
H+math
2π
∈ Z+ αi. (54)
This is thus the quantization condition one has in a chiral theory which is characterized by the b32 -
dimensional vectors α and β, with entries in 12Z. We notice that for α = 0,
∫
bi
H+ is quantized in integer
units of the smallest charge of a self-dual string, g =
√
πh¯. One should have the same quantization of∫
S3
H+ for an S3 around an infinite magnetically charged string in R5 as for an S3 in a compact manfold
that one obtains by a deformation retract of R5 −R = R× (R4 − {0}) = R×R+ × S3, and by adding
some points at infinity to make the manifold compact.
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4 Commutation relations of surface observables
In a curved space with Minkowski signature we have the commutation relations (which are derived in
appendix B) [11],
[H+ijk(x), H
+
i′j′k′(x
′)] = ih¯
3
2
ǫi′j′k′[ij∂k]δ
5(x− x′) (55)
for the ‘physical’ fields. From this we can compute the commutation relation between Wilson surfaces∫
D
H+√
pih¯
where D is a three-dimensional surface with boundary ∂D = Σ,[∫
D
H+√
πh¯
,
∫
D′
H+√
πh¯
]
=
[∫
D
H+ijk(x)
3!
√
πh¯
dxi ∧ dxj ∧ dxk,
∫
D′
H+i′j′k′(x
′)
3!
√
πh¯
dx′i ∧ dx′j ∧ dx′k
]
= − i
2π
∫
D′
1
3!
dx′i ∧ dx′j ∧ dx′k
∫
∂D
1
2!
dxi ∧ dxjǫi′j′k′ijδ5(x− x′)
= − i
2π
D′ · ∂D = − i
2π
L(Σ,Σ′). (56)
The dot, ·, denotes the intersection number and L(Σ,Σ′) is defined as in the last line and is the linking
number of the two two-cycles Σ and Σ′.
We now see that the quantities w+
i
=
∫
bi
H+√
pih¯
commute if bi are three-cycles, ∂bi = ∅, which justifies
our treatment of these quantities as c-number valued ‘charges’.
We now consider open curves D with boundary Σ. Associated with such surfaces we define the Wilson
surface observables
W (Σ) ≡ exp 2πi
∫
D
H+√
πh¯
. (57)
By using the BCH-formula we see that these observables commute at equal time. We could also have
gone backwards and showed that the coupling constant would have to take the value λ = 1 in order for
these surface observables to commute. They should really commute in order to yield correct commution
relations when reducing on a two-torus. We then get U(1) gauge theory, and these surface observables
become Wilson lines and ’t Hooft lines depending on whether the surface wraps the a- or b-cycle of the
two-torus. Then the above commutation relation reduces to the old fact that the Wilson and ’t Hooft
lines commute in U(1)-gauge theory [12]. We think it is remarkable that these two entirely different ways
of computing the coupling constant yield the same answer. Using Wilson lines to compute λ did not
require a non-trivial topology as holomorphic factorization did.
5 Reduction to four dimensions
We will now start from a Minkowski six-manifold and make dimensional reduction by letting x4,5 ∈ [0, 1]
be coordinates on a two-torus and xi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) be the remaining coordinates [13]. We will denote
the moduli parameter of the torus as τ = τ1 + iτ2. In this section we will use the mathematicians
conventions for the gauge fields so that they will be connections on a 1-gerbe and 0-gerbe (line-bundle)
respectively. This convention has the advantage that it makes the S-duality transformations look nicer.
We dimensionally reduce the on-shell self-dual field strength as
H+ =
1
3!
H+ijkdx
i ∧ dxj ∧ dxk
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+
1
2!
Fijdx
i ∧ dxj ∧ dx4 + 1
2!
F˜ijdx
i ∧ dxj ∧ dx5
+∂iB
+
45dx
i ∧ dx4 ∧ dx5. (58)
Due to self-duality, H+ijk and ∂iB
+
45 are related. Likewise F = dA and F˜ are related as
F˜ = −τ1F + τ2 ∗ F (59)
if we define τ as
dx4 = τ1dx
5 − τ2 ∗ dx5. (60)
Invariance under diffeomorphisms implies in particular invariance under modular transformations of the
T 2. For H+ to be invariant we must then impose the following transformation rules, x4 → x5, x5 → −x4,
τ → − 1
τ
, F → F˜ , F˜ → −F and x4 → x4 + x5, τ → τ + 1, F˜ → F˜ − F . This diffeomorphism invariance
is S-duality from the four-dimensional point of view.
We will now integrate H+ over three-cycles Σ× γ where Σ is a two-cycle not on the torus, and γ is
either the a or the b-cycle of the torus, normalized such that
∫
a
dx4 =
∫
b
dx5 = 1,
∫
a
dx5 =
∫
b
dx4 = 0.
We then get ( ∫
Σ×aH
+∫
Σ×bH
+
)
=
( ∫
Σ F∫
Σ
F˜
)
=
(
1 0
−τ1 τ2
)( ∫
Σ F∫
Σ
∗F
)
. (61)
In section 3 we saw that
∫
Σ×γ
H+
2pi = wγ where w
+
γ is either in Z or in Z+
1
2 depending on which theory we
are looking at (i.e. on which theta function we pick). Now we should choose the theory which corresponds
to the theta function with zero characteristics, θ
[
00···0
00···0
]
, which was found in [15] to be the only theory
which candidate to be modular invariant on manifolds of the form T˜ 2×M4 provided that we choose our
A- and B-cycles properly. Here we should consider the case when M4 = S
1×M3 where S1 is (Euclidean
and periodic) time. We then combine one of the one-cycles of T 2 with the S1-time to a new two-torus
T˜ 2. The remaining four-manifold will then contain a one-cycle. This means that the modular group of
the T˜ 2 does not constrain all the entries in α and β to be zero. But by combining modular groups from
all two-tori with one cycle being the S1-time (in the case that M4 = S
1×M3 with M3 simply connected,
we have the two two-tori T˜ 2 = S1 × a and ˜˜T 2 = S1 × b) we find that all entries in α and β must be zero.
In our mathematical convention the four-dimensional magnetic and electric charges will, as we will
see below, be given as
g =
√
τ2h¯
2π
∫
Σ
F (62)
q =
√
τ2h¯
2π
∫
Σ
∗F. (63)
Under τ → τ +1 we want the charges of a dyon to transform as (g, q)→ (g, q+ e) where e is the smallest
electric charge unit. In the case when τ1 = 0, we want (g, q) → (q,−g) under τ2 → 1τ2 . This explains
why we have to insert a factor proportional to
√
τ2. Now we find that(
g
q
)
=
√
2πh¯
τ2
(
τ2 0
τ1 1
)(
w+a
w+b
)
(64)
If we now put τ = θ
pi
+ 8pii
g2
YM
h¯
, then we get
g =
4π
gYM
w+a
12
q =
gYM h¯
2
w+b +
θgYM h¯
2π
w+a (65)
The smallest electric charge is then e =
√
2pih¯
τ2
= gYM h¯2 .
This is a charge quantization that one has on a topologically non-trivial four-manifold in abelian
N = 4 SYM with coupling constant gYM and theta angle θ. One also has this charge quantization on a
topologically trivial four-manifold (apart from monopole singularities) and with gauge group SU(2) (or
the dual group SO(3)) spontaneously broken to U(1) by a Higgs vacuum expectation value [3]. What
we have obtained above is the abelian SYM since we did not consider any strings in six dimensions. To
obtain SU(2) (spontaneously broken to U(1)) SYM one should consider a six dimensional theory with one
tensor multiplet coupled to massive strings which wind around non-trivial one-cycles in the six-manifold
[18]. The same calculation as we did above goes through also in this case, only the interpretations differ.
The six-manifold is then a four-manifold times a two-torus with a self-dual string winding around the
a- and b-cycles. We notice that the three-cycle Σ × a encloses a b-cycle that sits at some point within
Σ. So
∫
Σ×aH
+ is now the magnetic charge of a string that winds around the b-cycle and is located
at this particular point within Σ. This setup, with one tensor-multiplet and tensile strings winding
around two-tori, reduces to a spontaneosly broken SU(2) gauge theory in four dimensions - the massive
string reduces to the massive gauge fields in four dimensions (which have obtained their mass from a
Higgs mechanism which has broken SU(2) down to U(1)) [14]. More generally a theory with N − 1
massless tensor multiplets should reduce to a theory with N − 1 massless U(1) gauge fields, each one
being associated with a Cartan generator of the gauge group, so we then obtain an SU(N) gauge theory
spontaneously broken by a generic Higgs field to U(1)N−1.
This also has an interpretation in terms of N parallel M5-branes, with M2-branes stretching between
them. When all the M5-branes are well separated from each other (which means that we consider an
effective theory at low energies, compared to the masses of the strings) we have, on each M5-brane, a
theory with one massless tensor multiplet coupled to tensile strings. So when considering all the M5-
branes we should have a theory with N U(1) gauge fields, or if one so wish, one gauge field transforming
under U(1)N . One of these U(1) factors describes the center of mass motion of the whole system of
branes, so the internal theory is a U(1)N−1 gauge theory coupled to tensile strings. When the M5-branes
come close to each other (or when we consider the theory at high energies that become comparable
with the mass of the strings) no-body knows how to describe the six-dimensional theory, but when one
compactifies it to four dimensions by e.g. letting the strings wind around a two-torus we expect that one
gets SU(N) SYM in four dimensions.
I would like to thank M. Henningson for discussions.
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A Appendix - Gamma matrices
A.1 The SO(1,5) spinor representaion
The chirality matrix is γ = −γ0γ1 · · · γ5. We let cAB denote the charge conjugation matrix. It can be
choosen to be either symmetric or antisymmetric. We will choose it to be symmetric. From the fact that
4× 4′ contains a singlet we deduce that the invariant charge conjugation tensor must be of the form
cAB =
(
0 cαβ
′
cα
′β 0
)
(66)
where cαβ
′
= cβ
′α, if we choose a representation where
γA
B =
(
δβα 0
0 −δβ′α′
)
(γµ)A
B =
(
0 (γµ)α
β′
(γµ)α
β′ 0
)
(67)
The gamma matrices must be antisymmetric, e.g (γµ)αβ = −(γµ)βα. We will raise and lower spinor
indices as
ψα = cαβ
′
ψβ′
ψα = ψβ
′
cβ′α (68)
where
cαβ′c
β′γ = δγα. (69)
A.2 The SO(5) spinor representation
We let Ωij = −Ωji denote the charge conjugation matrix, and we use the conventions
ψi ≡ Ωijψj
ψi ≡ ψjΩji
ψiχ
i = ψiΩijχ
j = −ψiχi (70)
Then Ω has to satisfy
ΩijΩjk = ΩkjΩ
ji = −δik. (71)
We will denote the gamma matrices as (σa)i
j .
B Appendix - Canonical quantization
We will here quantize the non-chiral theory with Lagrangian density L = − 12H ∧ ∗H , H = dB, in a
curved space with Minkowski signature, and then we will also quantize the corresponding chiral theory.
We will first treat Bij and Bji as independent fields. It is only the antisymmetric part,
1
2 (Bij−Bji), which
occurs in the action. We then get the primary constraints for the canonical momentum Πij = −
√
|G|
2 H
0ij
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associated with Bij , Π
ij +Πji = 0 and Πi0 = 0, and the secondary constraints ∂iΠ
ij = 0. We eliminate
the symmetric parts by the gauge fixing conditions Bij + Bji = 0, and the 0i-components by the gauge
fixing condition Bi0 = 0. By imposing the gauge fixing condition ∂
iBij = 0 we have finally fixed the
gauge completely. The Poisson bracket is as always given by
{Bij(x),Πi′j′(x′)} = δi′i δj
′
j (72)
and for the (partially) reduced phase space variables we get the bracket (which rigorously should be com-
puted as a Dirac-bracket. The result happens to coincides with what one gets by just antisymmetrizing
the indices),
{B[ij](x),Π[i
′j′](x′)}∗ = δi
′j′
ij . (73)
Now, after that we have reduced our phase space, we will drop the antisymmetrization symbol [ ].
The constraints we have choosen here are not independent. There are two relations between them,
∂i∂jΠ
ij = 0 and ∂i∂jBij = 0. We therefore introduce two 4 × 5-matrices α and β of rank 4. Then the
independent second class constraints can be expressed as
αIk∂iΠ
ik = 0
βk
′
I′ ∂
i′Bi′k′ = 0 (74)
where I, I ′ = 1, 2, 3, 4. The matrices α and β can not be any rank 4 matrices. They are constrained
by the condition that none of the above constraints are trivially fulfilled. In flat space we can work in
the Fourier space. There we see that αKk (ki) must be orthogonal to the vector space spanned by the
momentum vector ki (and similarly for β). Now the dimension of this space coincides precisely with the
rank of α, so that such a matrix α (and similarly β) exists.
When we quantize we shall substitite the Dirac bracket, { , }∗∗, on the fully reduced phase space, by
the anticommutator 1
ih¯
[ , ]. We thus have to compute the Dirac bracket, which is given by
{Bij(x),Πi
′j′(x′)}∗∗ = {Bij(x),Πi
′j′ (x′)}∗
−
∫
d5yd5y′{Bij(x), αLl ∂kΠkl(y)}∗
C−1(y, y′)LL
′{βl′L′∂k
′
Bk′l′(y
′),Πi
′j′(x′)}∗ (75)
Here C(y, y′)LL′ = αLl β
l′
L′{∂kΠkl(y), ∂k
′
Bk′l′(y
′)}, the exact form of which will be of no use for our
purposes. By integrating by parts we get
{Bij(x),Πi
′j′(x′)}∗∗ = {Bij(x),Πi
′j′(x′)}∗ − δklij δi
′j′
k′l′∂k∂
k′D(x, x′)ll
′
(76)
for some continuous functions D(x, x′)ll
′
. Canonical quantization means that we should put
[Bij(x),Π
i′j′ (x′)] = ih¯
[
δi
′j′
ij − δklij δi
′j′
k′l′∂k∂
k′D(x, x′)ll
′
]
. (77)
and hence
[Hijk(x), H
0lm(y)] = − 6√|G(y)|∂[i[Bjk](x),Πlm(y)]
= −ih¯ 6√|G(y)|δlm[jk∂i]δ5(x− y) (78)
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where in the last step we have noticed that ∂[i∂j] = 0. This implies that
[H+ijk(x), H
+0lm(y)] = −ih¯ 3√|G|δlm[jk∂i]δ5(x− y) (79)
or equivalently,
[H+ijk(x), H
+
lmn(y)] = ih¯
3
2
ε[lmnij∂k]δ
5(x− y). (80)
In the case that the fields are on-shell we can go one step further and rewrite this as
=
6√|G(y)|∂[i[B+jk](x),Π−lm(y)] (81)
where we have divided the conjugate momentum into a chiral and a anti-chiral part as
Π±
ij ≡ −1
2
√
|G|H±0ij (82)
From this we deduce that
[B±ij(x),Π
±i′j′(x′)] = ih¯
[
1
2
δi
′j′
ij + δ
kl
ij δ
i′j′
k′l′∂k∂
k′D˜(x, x′)ll
′
]
, (83)
where D˜l
l′ are some continuous functions.
We finally show that exp i
h¯
∫
Πij∆Bij translates B to B + ∆B provided that ∆Bij obey the gauge
fixing constraints ∂k∆Bkl = 0,
i
h¯
[
∫
d5x′Πi
′j′(x′)∆Bi′j′(x′), Bij(x)]
= ∆Bij(x)−
∫
d5x′δklij [∂k∂
k′D(x, x′)]∆Bk′l′(x′)
= ∆Bij(x) +
∫
d5xδklij [∂kD(x, x
′)]∂k
′
∆Bk′l′(x
′)
= ∆Bij(x). (84)
C Appendix - The Dirac quantization condition and the Wilson
surface
We will here obtain the Dirac quantization condition on manifolds with arbitrary topology. This we do
by straightforwardly generalizing the arguments in [15]. We then let b be any three-cycle which we cover
by contractible neighbourhoods Uα with no more than quadruple overlaps. We will assume the overlap
regions to be contractible and let Vα be adjacent neighbourhoods obtained by contracting the overlaps.
We will indicate orientation reversal with minus signs. We will define the common boundary surface
∂Vα ∩ ∂Vβ = Vα ∩ Vβ (we could remove ∂ since these neighbourhoods were adjacent) of the boundaries
∂Vα and ∂Vβ to be antisymmetric in α and β. We denote the intersection line between two such common
boundaries by
lαβγ = −∂(∂Vα ∩ ∂Vβ) ∩ ∂(∂Vα ∩ ∂Vγ) = Vα ∩ Vβ ∩ Vγ (85)
It is totally antisymmetric. If Uα has a overlap only with Uβ, Uγ and Uδ, then ∅ = ∂∂Vα = ∂(∂Vα ∩
∂Vβ) + ∂(∂Vα ∩ ∂Vγ) + ∂(∂Vα ∩ ∂Vδ) and we find that
∂(∂Vα ∩ ∂Vβ) = lαβγ + lαβδ. (86)
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Similarly we can compute that
∂lαβγ = −∂lαβδ = ∂lαγδ = −∂lβγδ = Vα ∩ Vβ ∩ Vγ ∩ Vδ (87)
which is a finite set of points.
We note that dBα = dBβ in Uα ∩ Uβ. We can therefore use the Poincare lemma to obtain
Bα −Bβ = dAαβ . (88)
in Uα ∩ Uβ . Similarly we see that d(Aαβ + Aβγ + Aγα) = 0 in Uα ∩ Uβ ∩ Uγ and so, by the Poincare
lemma, we can write
Aαβ +Aβγ + Aγα = dfαβγ (89)
in Uα ∩ Uβ ∩ Uγ .
Now we have all ingredients to compute the period of the field strength H = dB,∫
b
H =
∑
α
∫
Vα
dBα =
∑
α
∫
∂Vα
Bα
=
∑
α<β
∫
∂Vα∩∂Vβ
(Bα −Bβ) =
∑
α<β
∫
∂Vα∩∂Vβ
dAαβ =
∑
α<β
∫
∂(∂Vα∩∂Vβ)
Aαβ
=
∑
α<β<γ
∫
lαβγ
(Aαβ +Aβγ +Aγα) =
∑
α<β<γ
∫
lαβγ
dfαβγ
=
∑
Uα∩Uβ∩Uγ∩Uδ∩Σ
(fβγδ − fαγδ + fαβγ − fαβγ) (90)
Now, by definition of a connection on a gerbe, if 2pi
g
B is such a connection, then fβγδ−fαγδ+fαβγ−fαβγ ∈
gZ.
Now we turn to the Wilson surface. It should be something like a two-form B integrated over a
two-cycle b˜. If b˜ is covered by two neighbourhoods and γα and γβ are adjacent neighbourhoods then we
consider the quantity ∫
γα
Bα +
∫
γβ
Bβ. (91)
This changes when we deform the neighbourhoods γα and γβ such that δ(γα + γβ) = 0. We get the
variation ∫
δγα
(Bα −Bβ) =
∫
δγα
dAαβ =
∫
∂δγα
Aαβ (92)
which we also can write as ∫
δ∂γα
Aαβ (93)
So a sensible definition of a Wilson surface of a two-cycle which can be covered by at most two neigh-
bourhoods is ∫
γ
B =
∫
γα
Bα +
∫
γβ
Bβ −
∫
∂γα∩∂γβ
Aαβ (94)
In order to understand what happens for a manifold which has to be covered by three neighbourhoods
we make a variation such that δ(γα + γβ + γγ) = 0 and compute the variation
δ
(∫
γα
Bα +
∫
γβ
Bβ +
∫
γγ
Bγ
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−
∫
∂γα∩∂γβ
Aαβ −
∫
∂γα∩∂γγ
Aαγ −
∫
∂γβ∩∂γγ
Aβγ
)
=
∫
δγα
(Bα −Bγ) +
∫
δγβ
(Bβ −Bγ)
−
∫
δ(γα∩γβ)
Aαβ −
∫
δ(γα∩γγ)
Aαγ −
∫
δ(γβ∩γγ)
Aβγ
=
∫
δ∂γα
Aαβ +
∫
δ∂γβ
Aβγ
−
∫
δ(γα∩γβ)
Aαβ −
∫
δ(γα∩γγ)
Aαγ −
∫
δ(γβ∩γγ)
Aβγ
=
∫
δ(∂γα∩∂γβ)
(−Aαβ −Aβγ −Aγα) =
∫
δ(∂γα∩∂γβ∩∂γγ)
−dfαβγ
= −
∫
∂δ(∂γα∩∂γβ∩∂γγ)
fαβγ = −δ
∫
∂γα∩∂γβ∩∂γγ
fαβγ (95)
We have then noticed that if ∂(γα+γβ+γγ) = ∅, then ∂(γα∩γβ) = γα∩γβ∩γγ since these neighbourhoods
were assumed to be adjacent2. A sensible definition on manifolds of arbitrary topology of a Wilson surface
is thus ∫
b˜
B =
∑
α
∫
γα
Bα −
∑
α<β
∫
∂γα∩∂γβ
Aαβ +
∑
α<β<γ
∫
∂γα∩∂γβ∩∂γγ
fαβγ (96)
which thus is independent of how we deform the boundaries of our adjacent neighbourhoods which cover
the 2-cycle b˜.
This definition is also nice in that it gives the same value on the Wilson surface for such two-cycles
which can be covered by two neighbourhoods, as it does if we instead cover it by three neighbourhoods.
But if we add a fourth neighbourhood in such a way that we get a quadruple overlap, then the Wilson
surface changes. Fortunately it changes in a well-behaved way as we will see now. The simplest way
to compute the change is to make use of the fact that we can continuously deform our fourth curve
piece at our wish, without changing the value of the Wilson line in the way we have constructed it. We
therefore choose this new curve piece γδ in such a way that it shrinks against the point γα ∩ γβ ∩ γδ so
that γα ∩ γβ ∩ γδ = γβ ∩ γγ ∩ γδ = γγ ∩ γα ∩ γδ. We can then express the change of the Wilson surface as∫
α∩β∩δ
fαβδ +
∫
α∩γ∩δ
fαγδ +
∫
β∩γ∩δ
fβγδ −
∫
α∩β∩δ
fαβγ
=
∫
α∩β∩δ
(−fαβγ + fαβδ − fαγδ + fβγδ) (97)
Now this quantity is an integer multiple of g. To obtain a uniquely defined Wilson surface observable we
should then exponentiate,
exp
{
2πi
g
∫
b˜
B
}
. (98)
There is a also different way to express the Wilson surface [17]. One notices that the three-form field
strength H = dB, when pulled back to the two-cycle b˜, necessarily is zero. We now cover b˜ with
neighbourhoods Uα. Since now dBα = 0 in Uα, we can write Bα = dΛα. Furthermore Bα −Bβ = dAαβ
in Uα ∩ Uβ so we can write Aαβ − (Λα − Λβ) = dfαβ . Finally we get, in Uα ∩ Uβ ∩ Uγ , that dfαβγ =
Aαβ +Aβγ+Aγα = d(fαβ + fβγ+ fγα), so cαβγ ≡ fαβ+ fβγ+ fγα− fαβγ is constant. Now if we compute
2Of course ∂γα ∩ ∂γβ ∩ ∂γγ is just a set of points. The integral then means that one should evalute the integrand in
those points.
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the Wilson surface as we have defined it in (96), and use that Bα = dΛα in γα and Aαβ = dfαβ+(Λα−Λβ)
on γα ∩ γβ , we find that
∫
b˜
B = −∑α<β<γ ∫∂γα∩∂γβ∩∂γγ cαβγ . Since the ‘generator’ 2pig fαβγ of the U(1)
gauge transformations is well-defined only modulo 2πZ we immediately see that
∫
b˜
B is well-defined only
modulo gZ.
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